
{HWUNET.ORG Hebrew Council} 

Date: Saturday, June 4, 2011
Time: 12:00 pm PST
Location: Skype Conference Call
Called by: Dawid Yacob Maccabeus

I. Attendees 

Name and geographical location.

1.  Dawid Yacob Maccabeus: Malmö, Skåne, 
Sweden.

8. Nava Adi

2. Jahi-Mel Forchion 9. Fred Quien

3. Eliana Batyah 10. Dorothy Maye-tried calling in. 

4. Darrell Richardson (danieljudah12): Atlanta, 
United States.

11. 

5. Leah Prunty: Long Beach, CA, United 
States. 

12. 

6. Keith Thompson 13. 

7. Deborah Williams; Houston, United States. 14 .

II. Agenda Topics 
1. Opening Prayer.
2. We will speak on the progress of the HWU Network and give exciting updates.
3. We will discuss planning of the Juntenth event to wake up the Hebrews
4. We will speak on where we are at and how close we are to major changes.
5. We also will welcome our newest members Pastor Martin and his congregation of Hebrews from 

Kenya
6. Pastor Martin should be calling in during our meeting.
7. Last Open discussion and planning.
8. Closing pray and reading.

 Opening Prayer
• Brother Dawid Yacob-Blessings for the members and the meeting.

1. We will speak on the progress of the HWU Network and give exciting updates.
• Martin. Decision to set up the base of the HWU Network in Kenya. Members spoke about their 

thoughts regarding moving to Kenya if/when disaster or catastrophe happens in the states. 
Apprehensions are apparent, but confident that The Most High will provide. Nava Adi provides: 
FACTBOX-Key political risks to watch in Kenya. http://uk.reuters.com/article/2011/06/01/kenya-
risks-idUSRISKKE20110601

• By James Macharia: NAIROBI, June 1 | Wed Jun 1, 2011 10:30 am BST  [NAIROBI, June 1 
(Reuters) - Rising food and fuel prices have fanned widespread discontent in Kenya and shot to the 
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top of the agenda for policymakers in east Africa's biggest economy, amid warnings of mass action by 
labour and consumer groups.

• Ancient Hebrews have a vast mixture of cultures [Hamite etc]. So now, it is about our Spirit. Are we 
willing to follow The Most High? Coming under the yolk and commandments of The Most High 
means doing His will and loving Him with all our heart, soul, mind and strength. 

• Philip’s Divine Appointment with an Ethiopian Eunuch. Scripture: Acts 8:26-40

2. We will discuss planning of the Junteenth event to wake up the Hebrews.
• Planning on the West Coast with Alane, Aminadav and Leah. Bring relevant information on a 

monthly basis to help people stay connected and grow. Helping bring about the vision as it unfolds. 
Wants someone to come up and speak about our history before each event. Alane wants to get a 
database set up of local people to stay connected with, to bring about grassroots events that spread 
each year. Once we build numbers in each city, we can reach more and more to become awake; 
thereby creating a community of our people growing together as Hebrews!! Waking up our Nation [of 
the seed of Yacob] across this nation. 

• Having a reinforcing, reassuring and positive message will be powerful. Once we begin to share it, 
and people begin to acknowledge and follow it, it will snowball. We need to give our people 
equipment that no one can refute it. We need the ammunition so the battle is less uphill, and the 
process of waking up our people is more swift and forceful. 

• We need to stay connected- give each other our business, keep our children out of the “system,” keep 
the knowledge of our people in a very strong and growing community and strengthen each other daily 
in our history-that is-THE SCRIPTURES. 

• Go to a Juneteenth event, with the same message-receive these brochures in the mail, and meet with 
the organizers and have a booth and be ready to hand it out. Utilize the code of ethics as a foundation 
or starting point. Then back it up with the website. Help people and be ready to encounter them. Some 
might be angry, some may be overwhelmed. We need to be ready to pray with them, or help them see 
clearly. It’s not about anger, but about revolution in waking our people up. 

• Everyone should have their piece of the Code Of Conduct sent in by the next Shabbat. 

4. We will speak on where we are at and how close we are to major changes.
• We are in a grace period right now. We may need to start communicating in a different way, because 

these major changes are coming quickly. We need to have a major foundation set up so we will not be 
shaken, but be ready to stand strong as Hebrews doing the will of The Most High.

• Nava Adi: true ...just look what happened in egypt/ Egypt's Internet service blockade 
unprecedented   http://www.usatoday.com/money/media/2011-02-01-egyptinternet01_ST_N.htm

• Start working this like we don’t have the internet. Go back to the old ways. Urgent now more than 
ever. Get a land line. It lasted during the WWs etc. We are in war. We will not be at ease. We have to 
absorb and take what we can now. We should have as many contacts for one another as possible. 
There are going to be major changes. US will no longer be the “king of the hill.” Internet 2 IBV4 = 
Free. IBV6 = based on identification and money. You can only get on the internet by paying. This 
system is coming. The Mark of The Beast. Electronic and digital money will override cash. They are 
treating money like it’s dirty. Once they institute this system, it will be easy to control the Hebrews 
[that are not awake]. Why? Because we are already scattered all over the world, and we don’t have a 
lot of money.  http://testmyipv6.com/

• We may have read about these things in the book, but now they are happening. 
o Report from Nava Adi: Communications and Security. 
o Suggestions-stun guns (they don’t have to be registered), cross bows, knives as personal 

weapons. Prepare our house with alternative energy. Using the sun with solar panels. 
Generators etc. Will things shut down in progression? 
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Alane: My husband and i sell solar generators ($1,800) and Atmospheric water units ($1,300). 
Atmospheric water- uses the molecules in the atmosphere to create fresh drinking water. It can 
be bottled as well! If your power gets shut down, the generator is portable and you can fire it 
up and still have some services. 

o Solar bulbs-grow vegetables inside. 
o We need to be prepared. If we need to pick up and move, the generator is portable. The water 

unit probably could not be moved. http://www.ecoloblue.com/

5. We also will welcome our newest members Pastor Martin and his congregation of Hebrews from 
Kenya

• Could not contact Pastor Martin.
6. Pastor Martin should be calling in during our meeting.

• Could not contact Pastor Martin.
7. Last Open discussion and planning.

• Slavery/400 years where it does not add up. 1897 Joseph sold into slavery. Joseph dies in 1804. 
Hebrews in slavery 1875? Deliverance from Pharoah 1445? The only people who endured slavery for 
400 years is OUR ancestors, the “African Americans.” It could not have been those in Mitzrayim 
(Egypt). 

• Brother Jahi-Mel: 
http://www.statenews.com/index.php/article/2011/06/patriot_act_provisions_extended

• Those in power are lying. In the Jewish Encyclopedia, they admit that the first slavery was only about 
120 years. 

• Moses was born at that time, and grew to be a certain age before he helped deliver the children of 
Yacob.

• Those that say they are Jews and they are not are watching us, and our organizations. They want to 
either hide within us, or try to pay us off with money because they know we are waking up. They 
cannot stop our movement, but they will try to hijack it. The big wigs will try to blend. However, we 
are SET APART. We must make the distinction between Jew and HEBREW. 

• Tsaddi’s show on tithes. The Levite tribe was not part of the inheritance. That is why they took the 
tithes. But in Malachi: Malachi is the one asking “Shall a man rob The Most High?” Surely not. But 
you cannot rob The Most High by not giving Him money.

• The number 9: There have been demonic activities, however it is neither good nor evil. It does mean 
something to these evil people though, try to make something through these numbers. The creator of 
it: fallen entities. 

• The entities gave the knowledge in exchange for devoted worship to them. The most important thing, 
though, in knowing about these systems that are in place, is how to get back to the Passover. 12 year 
cycle is a mini cycle within a 72 year time frame. There are 6 of these mini cycles. We have power to 
destroy these systems through the Most High. These evil people have to be coordinated in order to 
function. We as Hebrews can pray and bind these spirits before they can even come into action. 

• Hebrews follow a 364 day Year Calendar. We will find the day when we are supposed to celebrate the 
Passover. We are the children of light. These evil people celebrate things on the dark moon. They are 
the children of darkness. We are supposed to be worshiping the things of OUR Father. His laws of 
light, understanding and goodness and truth. They worship things of their father. Manipulation of 
times and suppressing out knowledge by hiding it from us. Jahi-Mel says: Doomsday clock: 
http://i3.ytimg.com/vi/vMn2K-TDIL0/default.jpg

• 2019 Slavery specifically ends. 2018, is 70 years of Israel being a state. 
• They will look formidable, yet our weapons are not carnal. We stand with the Most High. 
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• The Father created the moon, and said it was good. However, the evil entities may have moved or 

tampered with it. Jahi-Mel: Hollow moon http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hzxh9CIW8yk, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9Y98QT5elw&feature=related

• Science: Magic and metaphysics? Isaac Newton was a product of Pythagoras. They have now come to 
a time that they can make their occult system a reality. Now this occult system run by the illuminati 
which received this information from the fallen ones 2,500 years ago, can now bring about the threat 
of their weapons. 

• Alane: Scriptire- “We shall judge angels.” (1 Chorinthians 6:3) We will help The Father judge the evil 
activity that has been taking place during Satan’s rule on the earth. 

• Theses evil ones need bodies. These entities are connected to other fallen angels. We must pay 
attention to the spiritual realm, and how they operate so we can stand strong. We must be able to be 
eye witnesses to what is going on. Study. Observe. Break down the system so we can testify that 
they are in the wrong, so we can accurately tell The Father, and give judgment.

• THE PLAN: The power was lost, because the code was broken, They needed to create a more 
powerful code. They hide messages through encryption. The Ottoman Empire figured out how to de-
crypt the code of the Romans. There is a power struggle between these demonic entities. They need to 
control man in order to stay in power. Before, they had monarchies. Man rebelled though. Within the 
last 150 years, they have come up with a way, where they can make man entrapped and never be able 
to seek the Most High. They say science is key to it all and that The Most High doesn’t exists. They 
built a grid: cash, currency, cannot farm without permission, t.v. radio computer without permission 
from this grid. Man escaped, because he had the power to escape through KNOWLEDGE. They have 
the danger of people finding out their knowledge. 

7a.Planning
• Code of conduct for next week. Make sure, if you have something to add, that it is emailed to Dawid 

before the next Shabbat. 
• Connection with Leah and Aminadev and Alane to have some kind of model for a unified way to 

promote the network. Brochures and flyers. 
• How we should celebrate the Shabbat.

8. Closing prayer and reading.
Daniel 12:1-3
Malachi 4:1
Ekekiel 36:26-27
Psalm 111
2 CHRONICLES 

Call ended at: 3:32:00 PM, [Pacific Standard Time]. Duration: 3 hours, 32 minutes and 00 seconds. 
*** (Call was interrupted multiple times, yet continued as scheduled.) 
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